Honeymoon Beanie
Size : 57/60cm (adult hat size)
This beanie gains its originality thanks to a
mixture of jacquard and twisted patterns
which gives it a lot of relief. This work is
knitted in the round.
Materiel :
1 ball Urga Fonty (color 1 in the pattern)
1 ball Edition 3 Schoppel Wolle (color 2 in
the pattern)
Circular needles 4mm and 5mm with a
cable of 60 to 80 cm
Cable needle, stitch marker.
You will find knitting kit by following this link.
Abbreviations and points :
a : color 1
b : color 2
k : knit
p : purl
K2tog: knit 2 stitches together
SKP : slip, knit, pass over.
m1 : make 1 : knit the stitch two times, once taking it by the back strand, then
without dropping the stitch on the right needle, knit it by the front strand.
* ... *: repeat the pattern between * and * as many times as necessary to finish the
round.
R: round.
Twist 1 : On 4 sts, slip 2 sts on the twisted needle placed behind the work, knit the
next 2 stitches, pick up the 2 stitches of the cable needle and knit.
Twist 2 : On 4 sts, slip 2 sts on the twisted needle placed in front of the work, knit the
next 2 stitches, pick up the 2 stitches of the cable needle and knit.
Rib 1/1: *k1, p1*, repeat this pattern on all rounds until the desired height is
reached.
Gauge, needles 4mm, ribs 1/1(without stretching them!), 2.5cm/2.5cm: 5 sts/9rounds.

Pattern Les aiguilles de Camille.com

Work :
In color 1, cast on 92 stitches in long cast tail with needles 4mm (tutorial there), form the
circle, put the stitch marker to mark the beginning of the round and work in rib 1/1 to
4.5cm high.
Knit the next round with needles 5mm: m1* (184 stitches),
Knit 2 rounds : *k2a, k4b, k2a*
Then repeat the next 6 rounds 4 times (24 rounds in total):
R1: *Twist 1, twist 2* (Knit the sts in the color in which they appear).
R2, 3, 5 and 6: Knit the sts in the color in which they appear.
R4: *Twist 2, twist 1* (Knit the sts in the color in which they appear).
Then knit if necessary the next turn until the work is 15cm in total height: *k2a, k4b, k2a*
Start to decrease :
Decrease 1: *SKPa, k4b, K2toga*
3 rounds : *k1a, k4b, k1a*
With needles 4mm, Decrease 2: offset the stitch marker after the first stitch and knit the
round as follows: *k4b, K2toga *
3 rounds : *k4b, k1a*
Decrease 3: *k3b, K2togb*. Knit the rest of the beanie in color 2.
3 rounds : *kb*
Decrease 4: * k2b, K2togb*
3 rounds : *kb*
Decrease 5: * k1b,K2togb*
1 round : *kb*
Decrease 6: * K2togb *
1 round : *kb*
Decrease 7: * K2togb *, finish with k1b.
1 round : *kb*
Pass the 2 threads through all stitches using a wool needle, tighten to fix the top of the cap,
repeat the operation and then insert the threads into the beanie, cut them flush.

